Prime Contractors And Subcontractors
Miamisburg Closure Project

Monsanto Research Company
EG&G (Edgerton, Germeshausen, and Grier, Inc.)
BXWT of Ohio, Inc.
CH2M Hill Mound, Inc.

A & A STEEL
A & M INTERNATIONAL
A & M PAINTING
A M INTERNATIONAL
A M KINNEY
A M SCHWARTZ
A PLUS
A PLUS PERS SERV
A PLUS PERSONNEL
A PLUS PERSONNEL SVC
A PLUS TEMPORARY SER
A&A STEEL
A&M INTERNATIONAL
A+ PERSONNEL
A-1 FIRE PROTECTION
A-1 PLUS
A-1 SPRINGLER CO
A-1 TRAILER
A-1 TRAILERS
A-PLUS/DAO
A. & A. STEEL
A.B.DICK
A.C. CRANE SERVICES
A.L. CRANE SERVICES
A.SPRINKLER CO.
ABLE
ABLE TORCO PEST CONT
ACAD
ACE SPRINKLER INC.
ACFS INC.
ADAMS COOLING TOWER
ADVANCE MACHINERY
ADVANCED CO
ADVANCED COMPANIES
ADVANCED MACHINERY
ADVANCED SCIENCES
AGATE CONST CO
AGGREGATE RENTAL
AGS
AIR PRODUCTS
AIRCO
ALL AMERICAN
AUTOMATED INDUSTRIES
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
AUTOMATIC CTRL SOLUT
AUTUMN INDUSTRIES
B & J CARPET CLEAN
B.E.I.
B.MENKEL ASSOCIATES
B.W.S.& C.
BALLARD PAINTING
BARBER COLMAN
BARGE WAGGONER SUMM
BARGE/WAG/SMI/CAN
BARTECH PERSONNEL
BARTECH TECH SERV
BARTLETT NUCLEAR SVC
BARTLETT SERVICES
BATTELLE
BBS CORP
BDM FED INC.
BEI
BELCAN CORP.
BELL ATLANTIC
BENEDICT ENTERPRISES
BEST GLASS SERVICE
BISHOP FENWICK H.S.
BLACK & VEATCH
BLEVINS TREE SERVICE
BLUM'S CONT.
BLUM'S TRANS.
BMS&C
BOBCAT OF DAYTON
BOC GASES
BODE FINN
BOOKER ASSOC
BOSTON DIGITAL CORP
BOWSER MORNER INC
BRAND PRECISION SER
BRENARD JOHNSON INC
BRIERLY SHADE CO
BRK ASSOCIATES INC
BROWER PEASE
BRUCE CONSTR
BSVI
BSVI BUS ENTERPRIZES
BUCKEYE CONCRETE PUM
BUSCHURS HOME IMPRO
BUTLER ASPHALT
BUTT CONSTRUCTION CO
BWS & C
C & M
C & M COATINGS
C & M CONSTRUCTION
CORNERSTONE CONTROLS
CORROSION TESTING LA
COX'S SERVICE STA
CRANE INSPECTION
CROWN LIFT TRUCKS
CUMMINS OHIO
D & D MECHANICAL
D P & L
D&D MECH SHEET METAL
D&S SUPERIOR SERVICE
D.P. & L.
DALTON MAINTENANCE
DAMES&MOORE ENVIRON.
DAO
DAVIS LOCKSMITHING
DAYMON C/U
DAYTON CHRISTIAN HS
DAYTON DOOR SALES
DAYTON LAB
DAYTON POLICE DEPT
DAYTON POWER & LIGHT
DAYTON TES LAB INC
DAYTON TRANE
DAYTRONIC
DEBRA
DEPENDABLE DRILLING
DIGITAL DESIGN
DIGITAL EQUIP CORP
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
DILLE CLINICAL LAB
DILLE LABS
DINNEEN EXC CO INC
DIONEX
DNFSB
DOVER ELEVATOR
DP&L COMPANY
DUPONT-SRP
DURA CRETE
DYNAMIC TECHNOLOGY
DYNO CONSTRUCTION CO
E A C
E N G A
E U S VA
E.A.C.
E.M.S.I.
E.T.G.ENVIRONMENTAL
EAC
EARL MUTH EQUIPMENT
EASTERN EXPRESS
ECONOMY FORMS CORP
EDGECOOD HIGH SCHOOL
EDLING & ASSOCIATES
EDWARD HOWARD COMP.  
EET INC  
EG &G INC  
EG&G IDAHO  
EG&G INC.  
EG&G MGMT SVCS  
EG&G MOUND  
EG&G ROCKY FLATS  
EG&G SERVICES  
EG&G SUPERCOLLIDER  
EG&G TECH SERVICES  
EG&G TECH SUPPORT SE  
EG&G TECHNICAL SERVS  
EIMCO  
ELCO  
ELCO STEEL  
ELCO STEEL/JOE BECK  
ELEC COUNTER COR  
ELECTRIC AUTOMATION  
ELECTRONIC COUNTER  
ELECTRONICS AUTO  
ELLEFSON ANALYTICAL  
EMM BLACK'S DIST  
ENERCON SERVICES  
ENERGETIC MATERIALS  
ENGA  
ENTERPRISE  
ENTERPRISE COMPUTER  
ENTERPRISE ROOFING  
ENV TEMP CON  
ENV. TEMP.  
ENVIR TEMP.  
ENVIRONMENTAL  
ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENS  
ENVIRONMENTAL SERV  
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMP  
EQUIP. MAINT. SERV.  
ERNST ENTERPRISES  
ETC, INC.  
ETCS  
ETG ENVIRONMENTAL  
ETG INC  
ETSC  
F B DEBRA  
FBI DAYTON OH  
FED-CON INC  
FEDERAL FLOORING  
FEMTO-TECH  
FENTON RIGGING  
FIES SCALE SERV.INC.  
FINCH RENTAL  
FISCHER PUMP & VALVE
LOCKHEED MARTIN
LOCKHEED MARTIN
LOCKHEE'T/MARTIN
LOCKWOOD GREEN ENG
LOCKWOOD GREENE TECH
LOFT PAINTING CO
LOUIS RIANCHO & ASSC
M & P INTERNATIONAL
M G INDUSTRIES
M K MOORE & SON
M T I
M.C. GROUT INC
M.G. INDUSTRIES
M.T.E.S.
M.V.O.P.
MACHINE DRIVE CO
MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
MANPOWER
MARSH TRUCKING
MARTIN MARIETTA
MASON & HANG
MASON HIGH SCHOOL
MATRIX SYSTEMS INC
MAXWELL LIGHTING
MAXWELL LT PRO
MC CORMICK EQUIPMEN
MC GROUT INC
MCCORMICK
MCK ANALYTICAL INC
MCQUAY SYS
MEAG
MEAG INC
MECHANICAL SYS OF DA
MECO
MECO
MEDIBACK
MEMOREX TELEX
METTLER INS.
MG INDUSTRIES
MIAM. POLICE
MIAMI INDUSTRIAL
MIAMI UNIV.
MIAMI VALLEY MASONRY
MICROBASE
MIDWEST SPEC TRAN
MIDWEST SPECT
MIDWEST TECH
MIDWEST VENDING
MIDWESTERN GEO TECH
MITSUBISHI MACHINE
MK MOORE & SONS
MOD COMP.
SHELL & MEYER ASSOC
SHINDELDECKER
SHOWNEE RUN
SK CONSTRUCT
SKANEX PIPE SERVICES
SLAGLE MECHANICAL
SMITH & SCHAEFER
SMITH AND SHAFER
SMITH SCHAEFER
SMITH & SCHNAC
SNL
SNLL
SNYDER CONCRETE
SOLLMANN ELECTRIC
SORTMAN CRANE&HOIST
SOUTHWEST OHIO ELEC
SOUTHWEST ELECTRIC
SOUTHWEST OHIO ELECT
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH
SPACE ELECTRIC INC
SPARTA
SPECTRA PHYSICS
SQUARE D CO
SQUARE D TECH SERV
SS&YOUNG
STAFFCO CONSTRUCTION
STAN & ASSOCIATES
STANLEY MAGIC DOOR
STARC INC.
STARCO INC
STARGEL CONSTRUCTION
STARPATH
STAT
STAVER GROUP
STERLING PERSONNEL
STERLING RUBBER
STEVENS ELECTRIC
STEWART'S TRI STATE
STHWS.T. OH,ELEC.CONT.
STITES SCALE INC
STOCK & SON
STONE & WEBSTER
STRATIGRAPHICS
SUMMIT IND
SUNPRO
SUPERIOR MECH
SUPERIOR MECH.SERV.
SUPERIOR SHEET METAL
SYBRON CHEMICAL/WEST
SYCAMORE CONST
T A S C
T&A MATERIALHANDLING
TAD TECH. SER
TAPS
TASC
TCE
TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
TELEDYNE
TERMINIX INTERN'L
TERRAN CORPORATION
TEST EQUIP. DIST.
TEX-SEM SERVICE
TExAS INSTRU
THERMOTRON IND.
THETA ENGINEERING
TIGER MACHINERY
TOLTEST INC
TRANE
TRI COUNTY BLDG. INC.
TRI-CITY ENG
TRONIX INC
TTI
TULIP INC
TYPEWRITER S
U.P.G.W.A.
U.S. ABATEMENT
U.S.GEOLOGICAL SURV.
UD
UNISTRUT DEF
UNITED ENERGY SERV.
UNITED FOUNDATIONS
UNITED SALES ASSOC
UNIV OF CINCINNATI
UNIV. TOOL
UNIVERSAL FITNESS
UNIVERSAL TOOL CO
US ABATEMENT INC
US ARMY
US DEPT OF INTERIOR
US FILTER/IONPURE
USDI-BLM
USGS
VALLEY CONCRETE
VALLEY EQUIP. CO.
VAPONICS
VARIAN
VECTOR GROUP INC
VERMEER
VET ASSOC
VORS
VORYS
VULCRAFT
W ELECTRIC
W.C. JONES ASPHALT